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Abstract

Several embedded processors now support configurable

memory hierarchies to exploit application specific work-

load characteristics. To take advantage of memory recon-

figurability, automated software optimization techniques are

generally lacking and application developers often resort to

a hand tuned code layout. This not only increases the time

to market of embedded products but may also result in an

inefficient mapping.

To address this issue, we have developed a framework

which incorporates profile guided code layout algorithms to

efficiently map code on the available L1 code memory con-

figurations. Given a L1 memory configuration, we show that

the code layout problem can be mapped to a NP-complete

Knapsack problem or to a combination of Knapsack prob-

lem and a graph coarsening problem.

In this paper we present the performance benefits of ap-

plying our framework to the multimedia applications from

the EEMBC consumer benchmark suite. We evaluate the

code layout algorithms on the ADI’s Blackfin single core

embedded processor.

1. Introduction

Configurable memory hierarchies are now commonly avail-

able in embedded processors. For example, the ADI’s Black-

fin family of processors [1] and LSI Logic’s CW33000 Risc

microprocessor core [2] support on-chip L1 memories which

can be partitioned to behave as L1 SRAM and/or L1 Cache.
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When the L1 memory is configured as L1 SRAM, the

code is mapped statically on to the L1 memory. The code

mapped to the L1 SRAM memory resides throughout the

execution of the program and is never evicted from the L1

memory. This ensures that a core request to a L1 SRAM

has guaranteed single cycle access and is not subject to a

cache miss. A part of the L1 memory can be configured to

behave as cache and this part of the L1 memory is termed

as L1 Cache. In the case of L1 Cache, an instruction fetch

may result in a cache miss and subsequently resulting in a

core access to the external memory. The code which resides

in the cache is dictated by the cache replacement policies.

When the L1 memory is partitioned as L1 SRAM and L1

Cache, then we term it as L1 SRAM/Cache configuration.

Given such a memory subsystem, performance can be

greatly increased by exploiting application specific workload

characteristics. For example in case of L1 SRAM memory,

one can map functions with real time criticality and most of

the hot code sections in the L1 SRAM space. This eliminates

most of the cache misses which in turn reduces the core ac-

cess to the slower off-chip external memory. In effect, both,

the average memory access time and the external memory

bandwidth requirements are reduced. But sometimes not all

of the critical code sections may be mapped in the available

on-chip L1 SRAM space and therefore the remaining code

sections have to be mapped to the off-chip external memory.

To reduce the memory access latency in such cases a part of

L1 SRAM can be configured to behave as cache.

To take advantage of a heterogeneous SRAM and cache

memory architecture, automated software optimization tech-

niques are generally lacking. Thereby, an application devel-

oper often resorts to a hand tuned code layout which not only

increases the time to market of embedded products but may

also result in an inefficient mapping. To address this issue,

we have developed a framework which incorporates auto-

mated code layout techniques for the various L1 memory

configurations. The framework uses the execution profile in-
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formation and the L1 code memory configurations to pro-

duce an efficient code layout.

For just the cache memory, considerable amount of re-

search has been done in the area of efficient code mapping

[3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Prior work [3] has developed code layout al-

gorithms wherein, they map frequently called caller/callee

functions in contiguous memory locations. More advanced

algorithms for code reordering were developed by [4, 5,

6, 7]. For an L1 SRAM memory, we [8] mapped the code

layout problem to a Knapsack problem [9]. Others have for-

mulated the problem of mapping for SRAM memories as an

Integer Linear Programming(ILP) problem [10, 11, 12, 13,

29].

For the heterogeneous SRAM and cache memory archi-

tecture we show that the code layout problem can be mapped

to a combination of Knapsack and a graph coarsening prob-

lem. We also achieve better layout by ordering the code sec-

tions based on temporal reuse information.

For the L1 SRAM/Cache configuration we can partition

the code and map part of the application code in the L1

SRAM memory and map the remaining in the external ad-

dress space. To efficiently utilize both the SRAM and cache

memory, we develop strategies such that they mutually ben-

efit each other. For example,a cache memory can help to

further save the L1 SRAM memory space. In the presence

of cache, functions with high temporal locality which were

originally mapped to L1 SRAM can be displaced to exter-

nal memory. The functions with high temporal locality now

mapped to the external memory would be friendly to cache

and thus would not degrade the performance. Also, by plac-

ing hot functions and low temporal code in SRAM most of

the cache conflicts are eliminated. Thus, for the remaining

code that has to be mapped to the external memory very sim-

ple code layout techniques [3] for cache memories can be

adopted.

We combine the code layout algorithms for the L1 SRAM

configuration [8] and the L1 SRAM/Cache configuration in

one common framework. We evaluate the code layout algo-

rithms on six multimedia encoder/decoder algorithms from

the EEMBC [14] consumer benchmark suite. In this work

we use a ADI Blackfin 533 processor installed on a EZkit

hardware board [1]. We show performance improvements

ranging from 6% to 35% for different L1 SRAM/Cache con-

figurations using our code layout algorithms.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next

section we describe the memory architecture we are target-

ing. Section 3 presents the code layout algorithms for differ-

ent L1 memory configurations. In section 4 we discuss the

framework and its major components and section 5 describes

the methodology of our evaluations. We present the results

for the code layout algorithm for the L1 SRAM/Cache con-

figuration in section 6 and some discussion in section 7.

Finally, we discuss some related work and conclude in sec-

tions 8 and 9, respectively.

SRAM

SRAM/Cache

Core

10-12 system clock cycles

Single cycle

L1 Instruction 

Memory

SDRAM 

(External)

4x

(16 – 128 MB)

And/or

L2 SRAM

Figure 1. Instructionmemory architecture for ADI’s Black-

fin family of processors.

2. Memory Architecture

In this section we will discuss the memory hierarchy model

of the more recent embedded processors. We also describe

the possible memory configurations and the tradeoffs in-

volved in selecting a particular layout.

2.1 Memory model

A typical memory hierarchy model for some of the modern

embedded processors is shown in figure 1. The on-chip L1

SRAM provides single cycle access to the core. Part of L1

SRAM can be configured to behave as cache. The L2 mem-

ory is optional and some processors may not implement it.

If implemented, an L2 memory can be either configured as

SRAM or cache. L2 access times are typically much longer

than L1, but provide better performance than accessing off-

chip SDRAM. For the rest of this paper we will omit L2

memory from the discussion, and focus on optimizations for

cores with a single level of on-chip memory. The external

memory is SDRAM and access to SDRAM generally results

in a delay of several system clock cycles. A similar architec-

ture for L1 data memory is discussed in [11] in more details.

2.2 Memory configurations

Given such a L1 memory model, we can have three possi-

ble configurations, although some processors could provide

additional options.

1. L1 SRAM: In this configuration there is no cache and the

entire L1 memory is available as SRAM memory. If the

entire code fits in the L1 SRAM then this would provide

the best performance. For code size greater than the L1

SRAM size, the code that spills over to the external

memory will incur a delay of several system clock cycles

if requested by core. For this configuration to be effective,

only a very small number of code accesses should access

external memory.

2. L1 Cache: This is similar to the L1 memory architecture

prevalent in most general purpose microprocessors. All

the code resides in the off-chip external memory and is

cached in the L1 memory upon core request. The disad-
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vantage of a cache memory is that it increases the worst

case access time [15] which is critical for real time appli-

cations. It also increases the external bus bandwidth re-

quirements which may prove costly for applications with

streaming data buffers in external memory. Minimizing

external bus bandwidth requirements is always a chal-

lenge in embedded systems. Also, performance may suf-

fer if the application has poor locality behavior.

3. L1 SRAM/Cache: In this configuration most of the crit-

ical code sections can be mapped to the SRAM. The rest

of the code which spills into external memory is cached.

If most of the executed code can be placed in the L1

SRAM portion of the memory, then the majority of the

compulsory and conflict misses are avoided. This should

also reduce external bus bandwidth requirements. The

cache can provide low latency access to infrequently ex-

ecuted code.

In the next section we describe the code mapping algorithms

for the above L1 code memory configurations.

3. Code Mapping Algorithm

The problem of mapping is constrained to a combinatorial

optimization problem based on the L1 memory configura-

tion. In this section we discuss the code mapping algorithms

for the L1 SRAM/Cache configurations in detail. The code

mapping for L1 SRAM is described in [8] and L1 Cache con-

figuration has been studied extensively in prior research and

is not the targeted configuration for this work. Thus, we only

summarize the algorithms and discuss only the relevance of

L1 SRAM and L1 cache as they relate to a more heteroge-

neous L1 SRAM/Cache configuration.

3.1 L1 SRAM Code Mapping

For an efficient L1 SRAM code mapping, one approach

would be to simply map the most frequently executed code

(i.e., the hottest code) sections in L1 SRAM based only on

their relative execution percentage. But the layout can be

more effectively guided by also weighting the code sections

by their corresponding binary size. This leads us to a very

familiar NP complete Knapsack problem [9].

In the Knapsack problem every object is characterized

by its value and weight. The objective is to maximize the

sum of values of the objects in the Knapsack given a bound

on the total weight of the Knapsack. This problem is also

known as the 0/1 Knapsack problem. For the L1 SRAM

code layout problem the goal is to maximize the execution

percentage(value) of the code sections mapped to the L1

SRAM memory (Knapsack) given the constraint on the total

size (weight) of the L1 SRAM memory.

If Ei is the execution percentage of each code section,

and Si is the size of the corresponding code section then the

problem can be formulated as follows:

max

(

n
∑

i=1

Ei

)

(1)

in the L1 memory, with the constraint that:

n
∑

i=1

Si ≤ L1 memory (2)

The 0/1 Knapsack problem is a NP complete problem but

by using greedy heuristics, near optimtal solutions can be

obtained. We incorporate a simple greedy algorithm in

the framework and it produces close to optimal solutions

quickly.

Using the above equations, we use the execution percent-

age of each code section, code sizes, and the L1 memory size

to drive the algorithm.

Greedy Algorithm: We compute the hotness ratio for a

code section as its execution percentage in the overall pro-

gram execution time over size. The code sections are sorted

in decreasing order of hotness ratio. The sorted code sec-

tions are then added to the Knapsack until the L1 memory

size bound is reached. As each new object is added, the L1

SRAM size is checked. If the L1 SRAM size is exceeded,

the code section is not included and other objects are con-

sidered. In this way the algorithm obtains a solution as close

as possible to the total L1 SRAM size bound.

3.2 L1 Cache Code Mapping

As discussed before, a L1 instruction cache memory is

prevalent in most general purpose microprocessors and has

been the focus of most prior work [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] in effi-

cient code layout. In [3], Pettis and Hansen use the function

caller/callee frequency count and a ”closest is best” strat-

egy to map code sections. By mapping caller/callee function

pairs to contiguous memory locations, cache conflicts are re-

duced. The intuition behind this is that there is high temporal

locality exhibited by caller/callee function pairs. Thereby,

mapping caller/callee in contiguous memory locations in the

external address space, a core fetch to those functions would

result in them going to different cache lines and thus should

reduce cache conflicts.

Subsequent techniques have used more advanced al-

gorithms such as cache coloring [4], temporal reference

graphs [7, 5], conflict miss graphs [6] for procedure reorder-

ing. For the memory model we are targeting most of the

conflict misses are eliminated by mapping the most valuable

code sections in L1 SRAM as determined by the L1 SRAM

code layout algorithm. Thus, we do not need to incorporate

more sophisticated algorithms for L1 cache layout.

3.3 L1 SRAM/Cache Code Mapping

In the L1 SRAM/Cache configuration we can partition the

code sections to be mapped in the L1 SRAM and exter-

nal memory. The code layout algorithm should aim to ef-
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fectively utilize the L1 SRAM space, as well as produce an

efficient layout for the L1 Cache memory.

To take advantage of L1 SRAM and cache memories

we define the following three objectives the code layout

algorithms should achieve

1. For the L1 SRAM memory the objective is to map the

most valuable functions in L1 SRAM such that we max-

imize the execution percentage from L1 SRAM memory.

2. To place functions with low temporal locality in L1

SRAM and higher temporal locality functions (cache

friendly) in external memory.

3. For the L1 cache memory, the objective is to minimize

cache conflicts. Therefore the code layout algorithm

should place functions in external memory efficiently.

In the next section we further describe how we could use

the temporal reuse measure to further save the L1 SRAM

space and use a similar technique developed in [3] to pro-

duce an efficient cache layout.

3.3.1 L1 SRAMMapping

By using the execution percentage and size of the code sec-

tion, we would be able to map most of the executed code

in L1 SRAM. But by using the temporal reuse information

of the code sections we can further save space in L1 SRAM

memory by only mapping functions with poor temporal lo-

cality in L1 SRAM. This also ensures the cache performance

would be efficient since only functions which exhibit good

locality have been mapped to the external off-chip memory.

There could be many code sections that possess poor tem-

poral locality. Therefore, it is important to consider their hot-

ness ratio in order to prioritize code sections to be mapped

in L1 SRAM. We measure the temporal locality of a func-

tion by computing its reuse distance [16]. If a function has

a large reuse distance (i.e., poor temporal locality) then it is

accessed less frequently. We use the reuse distance metric to

guide code layout as follows:

If a function has a large reuse distance, it is likely that it

will be evicted from the cache and so mapping it to external

memory should not degrade the performance. Similarly, if a

function has a small reuse distance, there is less of chance

for it to be replaced in the cache. Thus, if a function has low

temporal reuse and high hotness ratio it should have higher

priority for its placement in L1 SRAM.We can use the cache

for managing cache-friendly code.

Greedy Algorithm: Functions responsible for less than 1%

of relative execution are pruned from the call graph. We

sort the remaining functions by further dividing their hotness

ratio by temporal reuse measure. Then we apply our greedy

layout algorithm as described in section 3.1 to identify the

code sections that will be placed in L1 SRAM.

3.3.2 L1 Cache mapping

The remaining code is mapped to the external off-chip

memory and is subsequently cached in L1 cache. By us-

ing the function call graph, we can formulate code layout

algorithm as an undirected graph coarsening problem with

weighted edges and nodes. Every function is assigned a node

and the caller/callee pair is connected via an edge. Edges

are weighted by the call frequency of the corresponding

caller/callee pair. The nodes are weighted by their binary

size.

We map the most called caller/callee function in contigu-

ous memory locations [3]. But instead of using just the

”closest is best” strategy as is used in [3] we also take the

cache configuration and the size of the functions as an input

to our algorithm.

Greedy Algorithm: The input to the algorithm is the L1

cache configuration and the weighted call graph. To produce

coarser sub graphs we merge connected nodes based on the

relative edge weights. The algorithm can be briefly explained

in the following three steps.

Step 1: Sort the edges of the call graph by the frequency

count caller/callee pair (edge weight).

Step 2: Set the threshold on the maximum size of the merged

node (coarser subgraph). This is equal to the cache line size

(denoted asMth).

Step 3: For all edges in the sorted list, start merging nodes.

Given that the ith edge connects nodes A and B, and given

that SA and SB denote the size of A and B, respectively,

nodes that are grouped together are assigned a common

merged node id.

Case 1: For both A and B, no merged ID is assigned and

SA + SB ≤ Mth. Merge nodes A and B by assigning them

a common merged node id.

Case 2: A has already been assigned a merged node id (A is

already part of a merged node).

If the total size of the merged node containing A would

exceedMth if B would be added,

then assign a new merged node id to B.

else merge B with the node containing A.

Case 3: Only B is assigned the id. This is the same as case

2, though just exchange A and B.

Case 4: Both A and B have assigned ids.

continue with the next edge;

end for;

end algorithm;

Thus, we map the functions as specified by the Knapsack

problem to the L1 SRAM space, and the remaining functions

are mapped to external memory based on the solution of the

graph coarsening problem.

3.4 Conflicting optimization techniques

Compiler optimizations such as function inlining could also

reduce the cache conflicts but it would also increase the
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Figure 2. Framework for L1 code memory layout

code size. By changing only the mapping of the functions

at link time, the code size remains the same. Also, statically

analyzing the program behavior can help to improve code

layout, though little control flow information is available at

compile time [17]. Also hardware (i.e., cache organization)

can be used to further reduce conflicts, though tends to be

more appropriate for high performance versus embedded

platforms.

4. The Framework

The previous sections described the code layout algorithms

and the greedy algorithms for the available L1 memory con-

figurations. The entire process from gathering profiles, se-

lecting a particular layout algorithm to producing linker di-

rective files is integrated in a framework. The framework al-

lows for design space exploration to optimize the code mem-

ory layout for an embedded system implementation.

Figure 2 shows the major framework components and the

process steps involved in producing the final layout. The cur-

rent framework only supports mapping at a function granu-

larity, but can be extended to finer granularities such as basic

blocks. The framework starts with the ReadFunctionSymbol

module. It reads the function symbol name, function size,

function memory start address from the elf header embed-

ded in the executable. The application is then executed on

the target processor and the GatherProfileIinformationmod-

ule stores the execution frequency of each function obtained

from the profile run.

The ProgramInstrumentation module instruments the

code at a function granularity to generate the function call

graph. The collected call trace information is processed to

build the call graph and provides temporal reuse informa-

tion per function. Every function is assigned a node and

the caller/callee frequency counts are represented by edge

weights. It should be noted that if the user only wants an

efficient L1 SRAM layout then the instrumentation and call

graph construction steps can be skipped.

Code development

Debug successful

Program optimization

System Design

Compiler optimization and/or Profile guided

compiler optimizations

Evaluate L1 memory configurations and 

size within the code layout framework

Figure 3. Framework usage in the overall embedded system

implementation process.

The execution percentage and size of each function along

with the call graph information (if instrumentation option is

exercised), are then passed on to the CodeLayout module.

The framework incorporates the algorithms for the two dif-

ferent L1 memory configuration options, L1 SRAM and L1

SRAM/Cache. We assume that a user would never select the

L1 cache configuration since an L1 SRAM is always avail-

able for the processors targeted in this work.

A new set of directives are required to specify the mem-

ory mapping for each code section. The Output module pro-

duces a linker directive file where every function symbol

name is labeled with a directive. This file is added to the

project and the project is re-linked to produce an efficient

layout.

To provide more information to the user, a plot of L1

memory size vs. the execution coverage out of L1 SRAM

memory can also be displayed within the framework. Typ-

ically, different L1 memory sizes are available for a given

family of processors and therefore an optimal L1 SRAM size

could be determined from the graph.

Figure 3 showswhere in the embedded system implemen-

tation, the framework can be exercised. It should be noted

that if the sources or compiler switches are changed, then

the entire process for code layout should be repeated. This is

because optimization can affect the size of the code sections

and the associated profile information.

5. Methodology

All the experiments are performed on ADI’s Blackfin EZ-kit

hardware board. VisualDSP++ 4.0 is used as the develop-

ment environment for compiling, linking and building ex-
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Benchmark Code size(KB) # of functions

JPEG2 encoder 56 380

JPEG2 decoder 61 388

MPEG2 encoder 84 330

MPEG2 decoder 68 351

MPEG4 encoder 197 480

MPEG4 decoder 131 404

Table 1. Code size (KB) and number of functions in each

benchmark.

ecutables for the Blackfin processor. The tool provides a

rich set of profiling tools and linking directives necessary

for code mapping. The tool also provides a set of automa-

tion API’s which help us to develop software utilities out-

side of the development environment (Visual DSP++) to ex-

tract information from the tool and process it automatically.

These utilities are integrated within the framework and use

the automation API’s to collect the profiles and symbol in-

formation. They communicate to the VisualDSP++ tool via

the Windows com interface.

Blackfin processors are designed specifically for con-

sumer multimedia applications. Thus, we have evaluated

our code layout algorithms on the EEMBC [14] consumer

benchmark suite. If an application’s code fits entirely in L1

SRAM, then mapping all of it to L1 SRAM would give the

best performance. Therefore, from the benchmark suite we

focus on applications which have large code sizes. We have

selected the JPEG2, MPEG2 and MPEG4 encoder/decoder

benchmark programs which have code size greater than

50KB. These benchmarks are standard video and image

encoding/decoding algorithms widely used in multimedia

applications.

Before using the framework, the programs are compiled

with optimization turned on for maximum performance. The

first step in the process is to collect the function symbol

information by reading the elf header from the executable

and obtaining the execution profile of the functions in the

program by executing the program.

The instrumentation module is invoked to generate the

call trace. The trace is post processed to produce the call

graph. We use the standard inputs contained in the EEMBC

benchmark suite for gathering the profile information.

We measured the performance in terms of the number of

cycles consumed for program completion. Hardware perfor-

mance counters available on the Blackfin processors are used

to compute the cycle count.

To evaluate the code layout algorithms, we compare the

performance for different L1 memory sizes. A part of L1

SRAM is used to map code sections (as determined from the

code layout algorithms) and the rest can be used for mapping

critical real time functions. In Blackfin, the instruction cache

is a 16K 4-way set associative with a 32 bytes line size.

It can be configured as 4K direct mapped or 8K 2-way set

associative.

We choose a minimum of 8K L1 SRAM memory and a

4K direct mapped cache. We also perform our experiments

with a 12K SRAM and 4K cache and a 8K SRAM and

8K cache. The above three L1 memory configurations are

compared to the fully available 64K SRAM and 16K cache

L1 memory on a Blackfin.

6. Results

Next, we present results for the 6 benchmark programs from

the EEMBC consumer benchmark suite. Figure 4 shows the

performance benefits obtained for the L1 SRAM/Cache con-

figuration using our code mapping algorithm for the 6 dif-

ferent code layouts. A 12K (8K SRAM and 4K cache) of L1

memory space with no code layout optimizations is chosen

as a baseline configuration. For all the six benchmarks the

input used is the standard image provided in the EEMBC

suite. Each data input comprised of at least fifteen CIF sized

frames (352x240) for MPEG encoding or decoding, and a

CIF sized image for JPEG encoding/decoding.

In the graph, the first bar shows the relative improvements

after mapping the most executed (ME) code sections in the

L1 SRAM space and using the default layout for the re-

maining code sections mapped to external memory. The next

two bars show the performance benefits in using the Knap-

sack(KS) and the temporal reuse (TR) for the L1 SRAM

along with the default linker layout for the functions in the

external memory. The remaining 3 results are for the same

L1 SRAM layout, but maps the remaining code sections us-

ing our graph coarsening technique (GC) with the help of a

function call graph.

As can be seen in the figure, we achieve an average im-

provement of 19% for the KN-TR-GC algorithm (which

combines the hotness ratio with temporal reuse) for the L1

SRAM layout and the graph coarsening for the external

memory layout. While, most of the performance benefits are

obtained by mapping the most frequently executed code in

the L1 SRAM space, a further improvement of 4% is ob-

tained by formulating the problem as a Knapsack problem.

By incorporating temporal reuse information, a further im-

provement of 1% is possible for some of the benchmarks.

By efficiently mapping the code sections in the external

memory, consistent improvement is seen over all the bench-

marks. For the MPEG4 decoder, the benefits are as much as

7%. It should be noted that the performance improvements

are more pronounced for the MPEG4 programs because of

its larger code size as compared to the MPEG2 or JPEG2

programs.

In figure 5 we show the average performance improve-

ment over all benchmarks for three different L1 SRAM/Cache

memory size. The baseline is the default layout for the re-

spective L1 memory configuration. The performance ben-

efits for the 12K SRAM and 4K cache are slightly greater
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because the default layout does not make effective use of the

increased L1 SRAM space. Also, in the case of 8K SRAM

and 8K cache, the increased cache size exploits the locality

even in the default layout and there is less than 7% benefit

in using the code layout algorithms.

But as we can see for both the 12K SRAM/4K cache and

8K SRAM/8K cache L1 memory, the gains in using our ad-

vanced code layout techniques (i.e., KN, TR, or GP, as com-

pared to ME) are diminishing. Most of the improvements

are obtained by mapping just the hottest code sections or by

applying the Knapsack algorithm. If most of the executed

code can be mapped to the L1 SRAM space then there is

little opportunity for improvements using more advanced al-

gorithms.

To find an upper bound on performance, we used the

maximum available L1 memory (i.e. a 64K SRAM and 16K

cache) for the Blackfin family of embedded processors. We

compare this to the L1 memory size we have already studied.

In Table 2 we show the performance benefit of the default

non-optimized and fully optimized layout (i.e., KN-TR-GC)

for four different L1 SRAM/Cache sizes. Five out of six of

the benchmark programs achieve less less than 1% benefit

for a 64K SRAM and 16K cache as compared to a 8K SRAM

and 8K cache. Also, for the MPEG4 encoder benchmark

programwe have found that the performance of 12K SRAM

and 8K cache is close to a 64K SRAM and 16K cache L1

memory.

Thus, our code layout techniques would prove beneficial

in embedded systems which have low memory budgets. We

show that by carefully mapping code we can achieve similar

performance using a smaller L1 memory size, which will re-
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Benchmark 8KS-4KC- 8KS-4KC- 12KS-4KC- 12KS-4KC- 8KS-8KC- 8KS-8KC- 64KS-16KC- 64KS-16KC-

NO-OPT FULL-OPT NO-OPT FULL-OPT NO-OPT FULL-OPT NO-OPT FULL-OPT

JPEG2 encoder 1.41 1.28 1.32 1.27 1.28 1.28 1.27 1.27

JPEG2 decoder 1.39 1.12 1.34 1.11 1.15 1.11 1.10 1.10

MPEG2 encoder 11.76 10.97 11.69 10.89 10.92 10.81 10.87 10.77

MPEG2 decoder 54.41 47.27 53.25 45.92 48.03 44.82 44.37 44.33

MPEG4 encoder 72.45 47.04 70.66 44.79 49.87 44.60 43.01 42.19

MPEG4 decoder 73.31 48.22 73.31 45.43 55.68 45.31 45.29 45.05

Table 2. Table shows the executed cycles (in 10 millions) for default non-optimized and fully optimized layouts for four

different L1 SRAM/Cache size.

duce the overall cost and power of the system. The demands

for a better multimedia experience are always growing and

applications are becoming more complex, resulting in larger

code size. Our layout techniques should be extremely helpful

in such cases. Our framework can also provide for possible

design space exploration in L1 memory size and configura-

tions.

7. Discussion

As a general rule of thumb, our advanced code layout tech-

niques should be used for L1 memory configuration explo-

ration when it is possible to only map 70-90% of the total

code in L1 SRAM. If more than 90% of the code can be

placed in L1 SRAM memory then the suggested techniques

will not have a large impact.

To effectively capture the program characteristics, we

profile the application to obtain the execution percentage

of each code section, temporal reuse distances, and a func-

tion call graph. We present our analysis by treating each of

these pieces of information during different algorithm steps

to guide our layout. But it should be noted that the program

characteristics overlap between these measurements. For ex-

ample, hot code is generally frequently called code, should

also have high temporal reuse. There will be few cases where

a hot code has low temporal locality or a hot code is less fre-

quently called. But as we have seen by targeting these cases

and equipped with the temporal reuse measure and a func-

tion call graph we could improve performance by 3-5% on

average.

During our analysis, we also noted cases where it is possi-

ble that a relatively cold function is placed in external mem-

ory and is frequently calling a hot function placed in L1

SRAM. In such cases the caller/callee functions are sepa-

rated in the memory address space greater than the address

range architected to make a short call. This results in an in-

direct call in the generated code. This introduces added in-

structions and requires more cycles to complete each call. If

the call is frequent enough, it can degrade performance. We

specifically observed this case in the MPEG2 decoder and

we placed the cold caller function in L1 SRAM space (which

was frequently calling a hot function already placed in L1

SRAM). Although placing the cold function in L1 SRAM

displaced a relatively hot function in external memory, we

observed a 2% improvement in performance for a 8K SRAM

and 4K cache L1 memory size.

Optimizations based on profile guidance tend to suffer

when input data sets change. Optimizations need to re-

main robust and work for changing program inputs. For the

EEMBC consumer benchmark suite, when we ran experi-

ments with different input data sets, we find that our results

are not impacted. The execution percentages were somewhat

insensitive to input changes. In general, instruction profiles

are less susceptible to change due to data input changes ver-

sus data profiles.

8. Related work

Producing cache conscious code mapping which exploits

the spatial and temporal locality within programs has been

proposed as an effective way to reduce cache misses. Re-

searchers over the last couple of decades have proposed dif-

ferent techniques for code and data remapping [18, 19, 20,

3, 4, 5, 6, 7].

Accurate program characteristics can be obtained by

looking at the execution profile of a program. By care-

fully choosing a representative input dataset, efficient profile

guided optimizations can be developed to increase program

performance. Statically analyzing the program [21, 22] for

compiler optimizations makes the reordering input data in-

dependent but several times it is hard to completely under-

stand program behavior statically.

Basic block profiles and function caller/callee frequency

counts have been used in code reordering algorithms. Prior

work [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] has shown that procedure reordering dur-

ing link time can reduce cache conflicts. Therefore, in our

framework we use link time procedure reordering to effec-

tively guide the layout but incorporating different algorithms

and heuristics for the memory model we are targeting was

used in [4, 5].

In [4], Hashemi et al. used a graph coloring algorithm to

guide the code layout and in later work by the same group

and others [6, 23] temporal reference information is con-

sidered. In our approach we use a simple graph coarsening

problem instead of a graph coloring algorithm because we

have the L1 SRAM memory at our disposal. Also, for the
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memory model we are targeting, it is not necessary to gener-

ate a temporal reference graph. Instead, our algorithm uses

a temporal reuse distance measure to partition the code sec-

tions and separate cache friendly nodes from the unfriendly

ones to guide the placement in L1 SRAM .

In the embedded space, Kumar et al. [12] formulate the

code and data layout problem as an integer linear program-

ming (ILP) problem for fixed SRAM memories. But they do

not address any code or data placements for effective cache

layout. In [24, 25, 11], the authors present data layout tech-

niques for embedded multimedia applications. In particular,

Panda et al. [11] present a data layout algorithm for a similar

configurable memory hierarchy to the systems we are tar-

geting, but our study focuses on code layout optimizations.

Also, as opposed to [11], we present our analysis for a vari-

ety of L1 memory sizes.

In [10], Tomiyama et al. formulate the code layout algo-

rithm as an integer linear programming (ILP) problem for di-

rect mapped caches. Our work differs from all of the above

in that we address the problem of code layout for a con-

figurable memory hierarchy system. Also, we map the code

layout problem to commonly known NP-complete problems

and use time-proven greedy heuristics to solve the problem

efficiently. In [10], the authors have used local search algo-

rithms to solve the ILP problem. Local search is time con-

suming and has been noted in their paper as one of the short-

comings of their methodology.

Researchers have proposed techniques to reduce cache

conflicts with a variety of techniques as discussed above, but

an on-chip L1 SRAM can be effectively used to eliminate

all cache misses. In [8], we showed the benefits of using

on-chip L1 SRAM for the MPEG-2 encoder benchmark

program for both code and data management. The code

layout algorithm discussed in our previous work [8] used

cache misses as a metric to estimate the cycles lost and guide

the mapping. Given that we have caller/callee frequency

counts and reuse distances, we do not have to infer the

relationship between different functions. Also, in [8] we

evaluated function overlays for managing code sections. Our

evaluation of our overlay manager was hand-tuned. But by

solving the graph coarsening problem, the resulting merged

nodes will be automatic candidates for implementation with

function overlays.

9. Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a code layout framework for

configurable code memory systems now typical in embed-

ded processors. Our tool allows for automatic code layout

and extensive design space exploration. This should reduce

the time to market embedded products. We presented per-

formance improvements for industry standard multimedia

benchmark programs, evaluating them on real hardware us-

ing performance counters. We show performance benefits

ranging from 6% to a maximum of 35%, when using the de-

fault linker layout as a baseline. We achieve a 19% improve-

ment on average for the 6 benchmark programs. Our future

work will focus on developing algorithms for data layout and

considering tradeoffs in code and data layout in shared mem-

ory spaces.
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